Coronado Tourism
Improvement Districts
FY16 Annual Reports and
Management Plans for FY17

April 4, 2016
Mayor Tanaka and Coronado City Council
Coronado City Hall
1825 Strand Way
Coronado, Ca. 92118
Dear Mr. Mayor and Council Members,
We haven’t closed the books on Fiscal Year 2016, but so far, its
been remarkable!
With resources from the newly established District Two, the
Coronado Tourism Improvement District (CTID) has leveled the
playing field when competing for off-season group meetings.
In this report, you’ll read how that additional assessment has
been invested and the immediate returns we’ve realized.
Over the next several pages, you’ll see multiple initiatives our Advisory Board have completed,
including keeping a promise to support small businesses in Coronado.
This document also summarizes how the CTID created and funded programs that improve our
community as a whole. Many of them lessened vehicle usage.
When finished, I hope you’ll have more than enough reason to consider renewing the Coronado
Tourism Improvements Districts for Fiscal Year 2017.
With gratitude,

Claudia Ludlow
Chair, Secretary
Coronado Tourism Improvement Districts
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ABOUT THE CTID - DISTRICT ONE AND TWO
In July 2010, the Coronado Tourism Improvement District (CTID) was formed under
the Parking and Business Improvement Area Law of 1989. The CTID was established
in the depths of the recession to promote Coronado as a year-round destination for
visitors across the bridge and across the country. The CTID strives to improve the
number of group meetings in the four assessed hotels, specifically in the shoulder
season. When those meeting attendees explore the island, their spending across the
destination contributes to the general vitality of our community.
In July 2011, the CTID was incorporated as a 501 (c) 6. The Advisory Board serves a secondary role as
the Board of Directors for the non-profit organization. It is comprised of representatives from the four
assessed hotels, two at-large members and one representative from Coronado Historical Association
(CHA)/Coronado Visitor Center, Coronado MainStreet and Coronado Chamber of Commerce.

Funding for District One comes from a ½% assessment on gross room revenue at Coronado hotels
with ninety rooms or more: The Hotel del Coronado, Loews Coronado Bay Resort, Coronado Island
Marriott Resort and Glorietta Bay Inn.
In June 2015, a second Coronado Tourism Improvement District (District Two) was established to
better position Coronado as a destination for conventions, group meetings and executive conferences.
As with the original, the second district is also funded by a ½% assessment paid by guests upon
departure. Unlike the original, District Two is solely intended for group meeting acquisition and offers
no community programs. (A separate Annual Report for District Two is included in this document as
well as a separate Management Plan for FY17.)
Claudia Ludlow of the Glorietta Bay Inn serves as both the Chair and Secretary with the approval of the
Board. The Vice-Chair is Andre Zotoff from the Hotel del Coronado and local business owner Mary Ann
Berta serves as the Treasurer.
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The remaining seats on the CTID Advisory Board
are filled by Sean Clancy of Loews Coronado
Bay Resort, Nusrat Mirza of the Coronado Island
Marriott Resort, Eddie Warner of Coronado
MainStreet, David Spatafore, an at-large member,
Phil Monroe of the CHA/Visitor Center and Cindy
Anderson of the Coronado Chamber of Commerce.
Advisory Board members collect no
compensation. The CTID does not receive
funding from the City of Coronado, local
businesses, residents or the State of California.
It does not accept donations, pursue grants or
fundraise in any manner.
The boundary of the CTID is citywide, with each
business district directly impacted.
The Assistant City Manager for the City of
Coronado, Tom Ritter, serves as the CTID’s liaison
and Todd Little is the Executive Director (ED.) In
February 2016, Barbara Wainwright joined the
CTID as an Assistant to the Board and Executive
Director.

The CTID Advisory Board typically meets the
first Thursday of each month at 2pm in Council
Chambers. The meetings provide a forum for
those wishing to speak to the Board. Materials
for the meetings are posted in accordance with
Brown Act provisions.
In FY16, the monthly meetings of the CTID were
televised for greater transparency.
A Special Services Agreement between the City
of Coronado and the CTID outlines expectations,
appropriate structure and compliance guidelines.
Each year, the CTID’s agreed upon procedures
are audited by an independent firm retained
by the City. Per the Agreement, the CTID
documents its actions in four quarterly reports.
Financial statements are included with the
reports, detailing revenue and expenditures.
This Annual Report will be followed by a
Management Plan for FY17, identifying the
intended scope of work and budgets.

SECTION 1: DISTRICT ONE ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

NEW CTID INITIATIVES COMPLETED FOR FY16
•

New Coronado Group Meeting Marketing Kit

•

Vehicle Reduction: Loews Guests Given Passes for 901 Bus

•

Free Trolley for Coronado Island Film Festival

•

Radio Campaign for Holiday Shopping, Events and Dining

•

Return of Search and Rescue Demonstration on July 4

•

Partnership with Uber during Restaurant Week

•

Campaign to Bring Teams to BBMAC During Off-Season

•

Funding Valet Service for Downtown Businesses

•

Establishment of Community Improvement Fund
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REVENUE – DISTRICT ONE
In FY15, the CTID assessment totaled $635,465. For FY16, the Advisory Board projected a 5%
assessment increase, totaling $668,000. As of April 1, 2016, the assessment total (July-February) for
District One was $414,131, up 1% year-over-year.

GOVERNANCE
In the early stages of FY16, Sean Clancy began
representing Loews Coronado Bay Resort. For
a very short time, Suzanne Lewis represented
Coronado Chamber of Commerce while Cindy
Anderson took a brief leave of absence.
During the fiscal year, each Advisory Board
Member completed ethics training as prescribed by
the City Attorney and provided financial disclosures.

OFF-SEASON GROUP MEETINGS
In its second year of attracting group meetings to Coronado, the CTID discussed and approved an
important measure to better compete against rival destinations in Southern California. The measure
would have significant impact within the two primary categories for meetings: corporate events and
incentive-based group visits.
Plans for a compelling marketing kit first started
in FY15 but came to fruition in January 2016.
To capture the imagination of decision-makers,
the CTID partnered with the San Diego
Tourism Authority (SDTA) to develop materials
that change the perception of Coronado as
a meeting destination. Every detail, from
branding and packaging to video production was
carefully planned.
Coronado’s proximity to San Diego is just two
miles but the two cities couldn’t be more different
in charm, pace and attributes. Thus, “A World
Away” is a fitting theme that is carried throughout
the materials, from concept to enclosures.
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Inside the custom packaging, meeting planners
learn more about Coronado’s distinctions from
a series of videos. Prior to filming, each video
was story-boarded and painstakingly scripted to
profile the entire city of Coronado as a meeting
destination.
Fiscal Year 2016 saw even more efforts to
prospect for new group business and to enlist
incentive planners as brand ambassadors. For
the first time, three familiarization tours were
planned for group meeting and incentive trip
providers.

To engage those unable to visit Coronado, plans
were made for a delegation from Coronado
to meet with planners in key markets. The
centerpiece for these meetings will be the
newly-created marketing kits.
The CTID has recruited executive conference
planners and incentive-trip providers to present
a summary of strengths, weaknesses and
opportunities to our sales and marketing teams.
The Advisory Board also approved the purchase
of revenue/occupancy data on competitive
destinations. This information is critical for
strategic goal-setting.
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SDTA MEETING RESULTS JULY 1, 2015-MARCH 31, 2016 (YEAR OVER YEAR)
Corporate meeting leads..................................................................................... 642
Corporate meetings booked................................................................................ 42
Corporate room night leads................................................................................. 319,310
Corporate room nights booked (new leads only)................................................. 23,781

+25%
+27%
+15%
+16%

Incentive groups/buyers contacted:.................................................................... 483
Incentive tradeshows attended-prospecting:...................................................... 7
Off-season incentive familiarization tours:........................................................... 3
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WELCOMING SAN DIEGANS
Because it was successful during FY15, the
CTID’s local marketing campaign “Play Across
the Bay” returned in FY16. As before, San
Diegans were enticed to discover things
they never knew they could do in Coronado.
Once again, the strategy focused on bringing
customers to Coronado stores and patrons to
local restaurants during the off-season.
After careful negotiations, the Advisory Board
approved campaigns with San Diego Magazine,
the San Diego Union-Tribune and KFMB-TV. Two
new media partners were added in FY16: KNSDTV and Pandora. These new partners provided
additional tools for engagement: television
interviews and music streaming messaging.
In FY15, the CTID’s local marketing campaigns
ended on April 30th, 2015. So they would only
improve business during the off-season, the
local marketing campaign for FY16 ended on
February 29th, 2016 (an additional sixty days
farther from the start of the summer season.)
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COMMUNITY
In FY16, the CTID funded a wide variety of programs in the community. Each of the programs was a
sound investment that provided dividends for the assessees and others.
In December, the CTID spearheaded a $25,000 radio campaign on 19 San Diego stations to promote
visits during the holiday season. The 15-second commercials promoted seasonal things to do, see,
buy and taste in Coronado. Radio was an ideal vehicle because of its affordability, broad demographic
reach and repetition of message.
To attract large swim teams to the Brian Bent Memorial Aquatic Center (BBMAC,) the CTID developed
a $10,000 advertising campaign for the Center. Funding covered asset photography, strategic planning
and marketing tactics. Because of this initiative, a team from Lancaster, Pennsylvania chose Coronado
over a Florida location, providing 58 room nights at the Glorietta Bay Inn. This CTID strategy later lead
to the US Open Water National Swim Team training at BBMAC prior to the 2016 Summer Olympics in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

To lessen vehicle volume during the Coronado Island Film Festival in January, the CTID provided $5,000
for a free trolley during the three-day event. The trolley shuttled guests between festival events,
venues and after-parties. Not only was this convenient for festival guests, it reduced the number of
vehicles in Coronado.
During the afternoon of July 4th, the CTID revived a long-lost tradition in Coronado. After a 13year hiatus, a spectacular search and rescue demonstration returned to Glorietta Bay followed by
paratroopers flying an American flag. The CTID absorbed the $5,000 expenditure so the United States
Coast Guard (and a team of retired military) could entertain hotel guests and residents alike.
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In an effort to fill restaurant seats without filling
parking spaces, the CTID partnered with Uber
to provide 546 free rides to and from Coronado
establishments participating in Restaurant
Week. The $11,000 marketing effort came at
no cost to participating restaurants. In only
seven days, UberToCoronado.com experienced
over 10,000 visits and most restaurants saw a
revenue increase year-over-year.
Arguably, the most appreciated community
program supported by the Coronado Tourism
Improvement District is the Free Summer
Shuttle. New in FY16, was the addition of a
third bus to shorten wait times and a new clever
design for the exterior wrapping. Because
they are a part of the Coronado lifestyle, a
red VW bus full of happy passengers was the
centerpiece for the wrapping of the buses.
Historically, the CTID provides $25,000 annually
to offset the City’s cost for operating the shuttle.

FORWARD THINKING
In FY16, the Board approved establishing a contingency fund titled Future Strategy. This fund is unlike
a reserve fund because it is intended for investment in something that strategically improves business
in Coronado. In January, a portion of this budget line was invested with Uber to reduce the number of
parked cars during Restaurant Week.
In February, the CTID Advisory Board
decided to devote the remaining funds
for another program that reduces
traffic volume. In summer 2016, the
Board will apply $48,500 towards a
program that shuttles guests of Loews
Coronado Bay Resort to the village. It
allows those guests to keep their rental
cars parked at the hotel. The program
will, as a courtesy, allow residents of
the Cays to climb aboard.
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COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENTS FUND
Throughout the year, the Board reviewed and discussed options for improvements needed in
the community. They included water-conservation strategies along the Orange Avenue medians
and beta-testing trashcans that were not only more attractive in nature, but more effectively
maintained. Additionally, the trashcans could better thwart pillaging from seagulls.
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ANNUAL CTID BUDGET
FY16 Dist. 1
FY15
REVENUE			
CTID Assessment		
$635,465
$688,000
REVENUE		
$635,465
$688,000
GROUP MEETINGS - SDTA			
SDTA Program Administration			
$16,400
$24,500
Market Intelligence			
$2,500
$2,500
FTE Sales Mgr., Taxes, Benefits			
$19,688
$56,000
Coronado Group Sales Collateral/Direct Mail		
$16,000
$84,000
Coronado Group Familiarization Tour		
$11,036
$30,000
SanDiego.org/Coronado Landing Page		
$2,500
$10,000
Marketing/Content Distribution			
$200,000
Signature Video Production			
$100,000
GM/Hotelier Travel - Video Introduction		
$25,000
Purchase of Competitive Dest. Data		
$8,000
Sales Program of Work			
Event Sponsorship			
Destination Advisory Board Visit			
Coronado Trade Show Display			
Trade Show Exhibit Cost			
Individual Group Planner Fam Trip			
Welcome Signage - Engagement			
Research Study & Consulting		
$22,314
GROUP/SDTA EXPENSE
$290,438
$340,000
OTHER GROUP PROGRAMS			
BBMAC Swim Team Hotel Program			
$5,000
OTHER PROGRAMS EXPENSE			
$5,000
LOCAL MARKETING - OTHER		
Advertising Campaigns			
$79,850
$85,000
Campaign Development - Creative			
$34,740
$3,000
LOCAL EXPENSE			
$114,590
$88,000
CTID COMMUNITY OUTREACH			
Community Improvements
$30,000
Holiday Season Program
$25,000
$25,000
Mass Transit Initiatives		
$3,300
$25,000
Future Strategy			
$60,000
COMMUNITY EXPENSE			
$28,300
$140,000
OPERATIONS			
Executive Director Salary			
$70,000
$36,500
Administrative Salary				
$15,000
Payroll Tax			
$5,684
$4,750
Insurance/Workers Comp			
$2,521
$1,300
ED Expense/Supplies/Postage/Phone			
$2,963
$750
Continuing Education/Seminars			
Accounting/Bookkeeping			$2,383
$1,750
Legal/Consulting/License/Fees			
$1,335
$500
Rent			
$7,200
$3,600
Hardware/Software/Digital Services			
$1,660
Organizational Website			
$9,937
Administrative Fee - City of Coronado			
$5,000
$5,000
OPERATIONS EXPENSE			
$108,683
$69,150
TOTAL EXPENSES			
$542,011
$642,150
			
GROSS OPERATING PROFIT			 $93,454
$25,850
			
LONG TERM PLANNING FUND			
Existing Balance			
$51,244
$31,477
Annual Contribution			
$25,000
$25,000
Expense Against Long Term Planning Fund			
$44,767
LONG TERM PLANNING BALANCE			
$31,477
$56,477
			
NET INCOME			
$68,454
$850
PRIOR YEAR RETAINED EARNINGS			
$60,700
$129,154
RETAINED EARNINGS			
$129,154
$130,004

FY16 Dist. 2

FY17 Dist. 1

FY17 Dist. 2

FY18 Dist. 1

FY18 Dist. 2

$688,000
$688,000
TBD

$688,000
$688,000
TBD

$722,000
$722,000
TBD

$722,000
$722,000
TBD

$450,000

$340,000

$500,000

$340,000

$550,000

$5,000
$5,000

$5,000
$5,000

$5,000
$5,000

$5,000
$5,000

$5,000
$5,000

$688,000
$688,000

$40,000
$250,000
$25,000
$20,000
$50,000
$15,000
$50,000

$36,500
$15,000
$4,750
$1,300
$750
$500
$1,750
$500
$3,600
$250

$85,000
$15,000
$95,000

$85,000
$3,000
$88,000

$30,000
$25,000
$25,000
$60,000
$140,000

$30,000
$25,000
$25,000
$60,000
$140,000
$36,750
$15,000
$4,750
$2,000
$1,000
$250
$1,750
$500
$4,250
$125
$2,500
$5,000
$73,875
$578,875

$36,750
$15,000
$4,750
$2,000
$1,000
$250
$1,750
$500
$4,250
$125

$36,750
$15,000
$4,750
$2,000
$1,000
$250
$1,750
$500
$4,250
$125

$5,000
$69,900
$524,900

$36,750
$15,000
$4,750
$2,000
$1,000
$250
$1,750
$500
$4,250
$125
$2,500
$5,000
$73,875
$653,875

$5,000
$71,375
$644,375

$5,000
$71,375
$626,375

$143,100

$29,125

$109,125

$77,625

$95,625

$25,000

$56,477
$25,000

$25,000
$25,000

$81,477
$25,000

$50,000
$25,000

$25,000

$81,477

$50,000

$106,477

$75,000

$118,100

$4,125
$130,004
$134,129

$84,125
$118,100
$202,225

$52,625
$134,129
$186,754

$70,625
$202,225
$272,850

$118,100
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SECTION 2: DISTRICT ONE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR FY17

ADVISORY BOARD
As FY16 draws to a close, the terms of CTID’s
at-large members will end. Mary Ann Berta and
David Spatafore have served since the inception
of the CTID in July 2010.
The Chair will work with the City of Coronado
and Council Members to ascertain the
interest of others that could represent the
non-hotel businesses in Coronado. Ideally,
each seat is filled by a resident who operates
a local business. This is important to
provide perspective on the seasonality and
temperament of Coronado’s economy.

So they may be represented by the most
qualified individual, the CTID Advisory Board
eliminated unnecessary obstacles that restrict
the decision-making power of the Coronado
Historical Association, Coronado Chamber
of Commerce and Coronado MainStreet. In
the past, the organizations could only choose
representatives from their Board of Directors.
With the new criteria, these organizations may
now be represented by an individual from their
executive team or staff.

GROUP MEETING OUTREACH
With a new video marketing campaign
in-hand, the goals of the CTID’s group
meeting efforts will focus on extensive
distribution of the piece, client followup and securing bookings for FY17
(and beyond.)
Each June, the SDTA summarizes their
scope of work in the previous fiscal
year. The Board discusses whether to
continue the partnership, its direction
and appropriate funding. Every
budget line is evaluated and the Board
assesses the return on investment.
Success is defined in more ways than one: room night transactions, the prestige of group meetings
secured and completion of assigned tasks. The number of referrals from familiarization tour guests and
the quantity of generated leads are also considered.
Distribution of the newly-created marketing piece will be a priority in FY17. Over 300 copies of the
piece will reach (and inspire) decision-makers that schedule conventions and events during the offseason. Both quantitative and qualitative data will be gathered as the Board measures how effectively
the SDTA secures more group meetings for Coronado.
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LOCAL MARKETING

HOLIDAY SEASON PROMOTION

Because the “Play Across the Bay” campaign
has been used in successive years, a new
campaign strategy will likely be necessary. At
the core of the campaign will be positioning
Coronado as a destination for shopping, dining
and recreation.

The month of December is somewhat
predictable. There’s a struggle during the first 15
days, then the hotels, retailers and restaurants
enjoy a sizeable improvement in revenue.

As in years past, the timeframe will be the
off-season when local businesses witness
noticeable declines in revenue.

In May, the CTID Board will evaluate options
for marketing Coronado as a holiday destination,
specifically in the first 15 days of the month.
This may include other events during the
off-season.

SERVING THE STRAND

FUTURE STRATEGY

To lighten vehicle volume in Coronado, the
CTID provided free passes to guests at Loews
Coronado Bay Resort so they could take the 901
bus instead of driving. Throughout the summer,
600 round-trip passes were distributed. Arriving
guests were told of the passes and then
reminded by valet personnel, as an alternative to
driving their vehicles.

While a similar Uber strategy may take place
for the September edition of Restaurant Week,
the fund can be utilized at the discretion of the
Board. Throughout the year, the ED ascertains
the needs of the assessed hotels, the business
community and the City. Sometimes, an
organization simply approaches the Board with a
request that meshes well with this initiative.
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FREE SUMMER SHUTTLE
This complimentary service is clearly appreciated by guests of the CTID hotels, other visitors and residents.
Further expansion is often considered and the CTID will remain receptive to partnership opportunities.
Guests at Loews Coronado Bay Resort are disconnected from the existing shuttle service. In FY17, the
CTID will again explore options to transport these guests downtown (in lieu of driving a vehicle.) When
possible, there will be a plan to include residents of the Cays who prefer to leave their vehicle behind.

SAFEGUARDS – AUDITS
The Treasurer and Executive Director (ED)
maintain a series of checkpoints to ensure not
only the security of the CTID assessment but
also appropriate expenditures.
These safeguards include electronic transfers of
the assessments (to avoid human intervention)
and double signatures for every check written.
The Chair and Executive Director are included
in the accounts payable system to verify and
cross-check disbursements.
An independent bookkeeper reconciles all
facets including accounts payable, payroll,
banking and taxation. Each quarter, the City of
Coronado receives a summary from the threemonth period in addition to financial statements.
Each spring, the CTID’s financial systems are
subject to an audit from an accounting firm
retained by the City. The most recent audit
(May 2015) found no infractions. The annual
audit assures compliance as stipulated in the
CTID’s Special Services Agreement with the
City. Moreover, the City is reimbursed ($5,000)
by the CTID for the cost of the audit.
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LONG TERM PLANNING
FUND-RESERVES
As a precaution, the Advisory Board reserves
$25,000 for unforeseen circumstances. The fund
serves a second purpose that allows the Board
to review and pay for impromptu opportunities
as they present themselves. In FY16, each
of the two districts will withhold $25,000 to
sustain a healthy balance.
In the past, this fund has been used to offset
the cost of the new design of the Free Summer
Shuttle wraps, the trolley for the Film Festival
and the festivities in Glorietta Bay on July 4th.

SECTION 3: DISTRICT TWO ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

BACKGROUND
After reviewing the Coronado Off-Season Group
Meeting Forecast and Cost-Benefit Analysis, City
Council established a second Coronado Tourism
Improvement District to rival competitive meeting
destinations.

The second district (District Two) collects a
separate ½% assessment based on gross room
revenue. When combined with District One, the
assessments total 1%. These assessments are
independent of the 10% transient occupancy tax.
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LEADERSHIP
The CTID Advisory Board and its Board of
Directors manage both districts under the
direction of City Council.
The ED meets with the Sales and Marketing
Managers of each assessed hotel to discuss
new opportunities, requests for proposals (RFP)
and programs that better position Coronado as a
meeting destination.

ASSESSMENT COLLECTION - DISTRICT TWO
As a courtesy to clients with existing meeting agreements and guests holding reservations, the
assessment for District Two wasn’t collected until August 1, 2015. The total collected thus far
(August-February) is $325,153. (Year-over-year comparison is not available because District Two wasn’t
established until June 2015.)
After weighing marketing conditions, the assessed hotels have projected a 3% year-over-year increase
in assessment revenue for FY17. As for FY18, a 5% year-over-year increase is projected. (Should
market conditions falter, the Advisory Board will reforecast each budget. The City of Coronado would
be included in the process.)

EVENT SPONSORSHIPS
Simply put, without District Two, the CTID could
not effectively respond to proposal requests
from highly-regarded corporate and third party
meeting planners.

That recommendation provided an immediate
$250,000 in new meeting reservations.
OTHER GROUP MEETINGS MADE POSSIBLE
BY DISTRICT TWO:

Within days of being established, funds from
District Two helped to secure a highly-coveted
meeting of the Professional Conference and
Meeting Association.

•

IMN Solutions

•

California Society of Association

•

Conference Direct (two separate meetings)

In January, using only $7,500 from District
Two, the assessed hotels hosted one of the
largest group meeting agencies in the world
(Altour.) Before their event even began, Altour
recommended Coronado to their client base.

•

Int’l Food, Wine & Travel Association

•

Southern California Society for

Executives

Incentive Travel
•
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STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
With the funds from District Two, the four assessed hotels can pursue meetings too large (or too costly)
for a single property to manage themselves. The assessed hotels “divide and conquer” to provide rooms,
meeting spaces and services during the event. District Two funds often offset meals, travel and activities
for potential clients and third-party meeting planners. Each conference provides an opportunity to enlist
meeting attendees as brand ambassadors. Their endorsements elevate Coronado’s chances of success.

STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES,
OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS
(SWOT)
Knowledge is power. The CTID wisely created an
advisory board of objective meeting planners to
provide competitive insight (or SWOT analysis.)
The non-compensated group will be comprised
of seasoned veterans from several meeting
categories who will help identify challenges and
growth opportunities.

PROSPECTING
When possible, the CTID hosts decision-makers in Coronado so they can experience the destination
first-hand. Otherwise, new business can be generated with a compelling tradeshow presence,
strategy and materials. In District Two, the CTID has provided funding to develop each of these
using the “A World Away” campaign theme. For the first time, Coronado will be presented as an offseason meeting destination at some of the largest tradeshows in the U.S. Each assessed hotel will
be represented equally, as will off-season activities and local landmarks.

CLOSER TO HOME
When a decision-maker inspects a potential
meeting site, he or she appraises the unique
offerings of the community. Meeting space
and dining factors are important, but final
decisions are often based on enchanting the
meeting planner during their visit. “A World
Away” will once again be used as an inspiration
for signage within small businesses that
acknowledges and welcomes site inspectors.
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SECTION 4: DISTRICT TWO MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR FY17

MOMENTUM

TOUCH POINTS

After seeing immediate impact in FY16, the
strategy for District Two in FY17 would be to
build upon that success. Unlike District One,
District Two’s function is very precise…to
prospect, negotiate and sponsor high-return
corporate events in Coronado.

Coronado is one of hundreds of meeting
destinations in America and the competition is
fierce. With the assessment in District Two, the
outreach strategy is comprehensive.

The assessment in District Two will continue
to offset travel expenses, event food/beverage
and entertainment of meeting attendees. The
assessees typically provide lodging, convention
space and receptions.
The process is similar to being a host city for a
Super Bowl bid. The CTID acts as a committee,
validating why Coronado is an ideal destination for
executive events planned between 2017 and 2019.

•

Visits to Coronado for site
inspections, negotiation and sign-off

•

Impactful presentations to out-ofmarket decision-makers

•

Forging relationships within
associations and membership groups

•

Inspiring third-party meeting planners
to become brand ambassadors

•

Calculated use of marketing,
promotion and media

SAN DIEGO TOURISM AUTHORITY
In June, the CTID Advisory Board will review the assignments of the SDTA. They will be evaluated on
project completion, lead generation, cost efficiency and return on investment. In the same meeting,
SDTA will present new plans, with budget recommendations, so Coronado can continue to compete
for highly-coveted group meetings and corporate events. Allocations for the FY17 programs are
discussed and approved by the Advisory Board. Once finalized, the SDTA budgets (for both districts)
are sent to the City of Coronado for their files.
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GLOBAL GOALS FOR FY17 – DISTRICT ONE AND DISTRICT TWO
Increase manufacturing of video kit for greater distribution
Follow up and appointment setting from kit outreach
Be responsive to growth opportunities and strategies
Apply discoveries from S.W.O.T analysis
Schedule and roll out tradeshow display/materials
Develop programs to support local community
Foster programs that reduce vehicle usage in Coronado
Develop promotion for December and/or other off-season events

IN CLOSING
The Advisory Board of the Coronado Tourism
Improvement Districts respectfully requests
approval to continue into FY17 to strengthen
off-season business for the assessed hotels,
local businesses and the tax base that serves the
residents of Coronado.
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